Canadian art refers to the visual (including painting, photography, and printmaking) as well as plastic arts (such as sculpture) originating from the geographical area of contemporary Canada.

Art is eternal, but life is short. You want to be reading the best books on art? Browse through our expert recommendations to find the best books on art, architecture, design, illustration, and photography for your own library — or to give as a gift to an art lover. Five Books art...

Feb 06, 2014 · Thinking Outside the Box: A Misguided Idea The truth...

Modernism is both a philosophical movement and an art movement that arose from broad transformations in Western society during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The movement reflected a desire for the creation of new forms of art...

Overview of art since 1980. Cold War Germany and after; Art in the AIDS era; Post-Cultural Revolution China; Apartheid-era South Africa; Young British Artists and art as commodity; Hal Foster et al., Art Since 1900: modernism antimodernism...

Mar 21, 2021 · LibriVox About. LibriVox is a hope, an experiment, and a question: can the net harness a bunch of volunteers to help bring...

Art Since 1900: Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism, Vol. I: 1900-1944 Our Pick By Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, Yve-Alain Bois, Benjamin H.D. Buchloh Op Art...